High-energy degeneration of harmonic maps of Riemann surfaces into a hyperbolic 3-manifold target is studied, generalizing results of [Ml] in which the target is two-dimensional. The Hopf foliation of a high-energy map is mapped to an approximation of its geodesic representative in the target, and the ratio of the squared length of that representative to the extremal length of the foliation in the domain gives an estimate for the energy.
Introduction
The geometry of hyperbolic 3-manifolds and that of Teichmüller spaces of surfaces are intricately related. The primary examples are the parametrization of the quasi-conformal deformation space of a hyperbolic manifold by the Teichmüller space of its conformai boundary at infinity, and the pleated surfaces of Thurston, which are a way of mapping hyperbolic surfaces path-isometrically to the interior of a hyperbolic 3-manifold. This paper studies a less-explored connection, provided by harmonic maps from Riemann surfaces to hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
Fix a homotopy class of maps [/: S -> A], where S is a closed surface and
A is a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold. For each choice of conformai structure o and S there is a unique harmonic map in the homotopy class (except in certain degenerate cases-see §3). The focus of this paper is to examine the behavior of these harmonic maps as the conformai structure goes to infinity in the Teichmüller space of S. In particular, we obtain results relating the shape of images of high-energy harmonic maps to those of pleated surfaces.
The main results here are direct generalizations of [Ml] , and in fact that paper should be considered an introduction to this one. In most places we summarize the argument given there and supply the necessary details to make the generalization. In particular we prove Theorem 4.3 (energy is length-ratio), which characterizes the Hopf foliation of a harmonic map as the measured foliation maximizing (up to an additive constant) the ratio i lUfiy)) 2 Ea(y) over all homotopy classes of curves y c S, where In is length in A of a geodesic representative and Ea is extremal length in M = (S, o) . This ratio in turn gives an estimate for the energy of the map.
The second structural result is Theorem 4.2 (map foliation near lamination), which states that the Hopf foliation is in fact mapped very near to the geodesic lamination in A that is its geodesic representative. From here it is easy to see that a geometric limit of images of harmonic maps whose energy increases is generically a pleated surface.
The last section employs these theorems to study the asymptotics of harmonic maps as the domain degenerates along a Teichmüller ray. As in [Ml] , the foliation determining the ray determines the limiting Hopf foliation of the maps. When this foliation corresponds to a complete realizable lamination in the manifold, the geometric limit of images is the corresponding pleated surface. Otherwise, the images escape every compact set and exit the end of A determined by the unrealizable lamination. We note here that in order to obtain this clean dichotomy we must impose the condition that A be without parabolics. Hopefully the technical difficulties posed by the presence of parabolics will be dealt with in a later paper.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the basic notions of Thurston's theory of hyperbolic manifolds that we need, notably the uniform injectivity theorem for pleated surfaces. We prove a minor generalization ofthat theorem (which applies, under suitable conditions, in arbitrarily small injectivity radius) and show how it is used to control the construction of train-tracks in 3-manifolds. Section 3 generalizes to three dimensions the basic estimates on harmonic maps from [Ml] . In particular, we prove an area bound on the image, and obtain exponentially small bounds on the function ¡? which measures the deviation of the map from conformality, and on the geodesic curvature of the images of leaves of the Hopf foliation. We also give a short argument showing that the harmonic maps we are studying in fact exist even when the target is not compact. Section 4 describes the generalization of the main arguments of [Ml] . The idea is that, for high enough energy, a decomposition of the surface determined by the Hopf differential produces a nearly straight train-track in the image that carries "most" of the Hopf foliation. Through a careful application of the methods of §2 this train-track is extended to one that carries the entire foliation. The reason this care is needed is that although "most" of the foliation leaves are mapped to near-geodesies the lack of local control over even a small portion of the leaves can potentially destroy all information about the geodesic representative of the foliation. Section 5 gives the above-mentioned results about limits along Teichmüller rays.
The paper represents a portion of my Ph.D. thesis [MO] , completed at Princeton University. I am grateful to my advisor, Bill Thurston, for his inspiration and insight.
Hyperbolic 3-manifolds and pleated surfaces
Laminations and train-tracks. As in [Ml] , JfS?~(S) denotes the space of measured foliations (up to some topological equivalences) on a surface S. Jf2(M) denotes the space of measured geodesic laminations on M = (S, o), where o denotes a hyperbolic metric on S. QD(M) is the space of quadratic differentials on Af holomorphic with respect to the conformai structure induced by o . AU of these spaces are canonically homeomorphic, and we will often suppress the distinction between JH^(S) and Jf2(M).
When clarity is needed we will denote by 2: J^(S) -► Jf2(M) the canonical homeomorphism. Since this equivalence makes Jf2 (M) independent of the hyperbolic metric, we will write Jf2(S) as well. 3öJSr(S) and 3°J!2(S) are the corresponding projectivized spaces, identifying measures that are multiples of each other.
A geodesic lamination is minimal if it contains no proper sublamination. Every measured geodesic lamination is a disjoint union of finitely many minimal laminations.
A geodesic lamination is complete if all of its complementary regions are ideal triangles. Equivalently, a foliation is complete if all of its critical leaves are noncompact, and meet in triples at the singularities.
A lamination is carried on a train-track, which is a 1-complex whose branches meet at near-tangencies at vertices called "switches" (see [HP, Th2] for detailed definitions). In a hyperbolic surface we define a (1, efnearly-straight traintrack as one in which the branches have length at least 1 and curvature at most e (where e < 1 ), and in which incoming branches meet outgoing branches at a switch in angles deviating from n by at most e. It is then an easy fact of hyperbolic geometry that, for a universal en , if e < en then such a train-track is in a Ce-neighborhood of any lamination carried on it.
A measured lamination also deposits a weight on each branch of a traintrack carrying it-the total transverse measure of the leaves passing along that branch. The weights satisfy switch conditions-the sum of weights on the incoming branches to any switch equals the sum on the outgoing branches. The system of train-tracks carrying a lamination and the admissible weights on them provide in a natural way the topology (in fact a piecewise linear structure) on
Jf2(S) « J&{S).
We will consider a train-tracks in 3-manifolds as well. A 1-complex x is a (1, e)-nearly straight train-track in A3 if there is a map f:S->N which maps a train-track in S to x (with the above length and curvature requirements on x ). The exact image of the rest of the surface is not important-it serves to "mark" x and in particular gives a combinatorial meaning to the complementary regions of a train-track in a 3-manifold (see Theorem 2.4 (enlarge train-track efficiently)).
The thick-thin decomposition. If A is a complete hyperbolic «-manifold we denote by Athin(e) the e-thin part of A, or that subset of A where the length of the smallest nontrivial loop is at most e . For e < eo (where en is the Margulis constant of H" ), the e-thin part is of a standard form. In particular, if « = 2 a component of the e-thin part is either a cylindrical neighborhood of a short geodesic, or a cusp (corresponding to a parabolic element in the fundamental group). For « = 3 a component is either a solid-torus neighborhood of a short geodesic, a (cylinder) x[0, oo) corresponding to a one-generator parabolic subgroup (Z-cusp)ora (torus) x[0, oo) corresponding to a two-generator parabolic subgroup (Z © Z-cusp).
We will not dwell on the details of this except to note that e0-thin parts corresponding to different subgroups are disjoint, and that for any cx < en there is an e2 < e-such that the e2-thin part inside any component of Atrun(ei), if it is not empty, is arbitrarily far from the boundary of Athjn(e]), independently of A (this can be obtained, for example, from arguments such as in [BM]).
2.1. Pleated surfaces and the uniform injectivity theorem. A pleated surface (see [Thl] ) is a hyperbolic surface M -(S, o) together with a path-isometric map /: Af -» A (meaning that a rectifiable path in Af maps to a rectifiable path of the same length) into a hyperbolic 3-manifold A, which is totally geodesic on the complement of some geodesic lamination X c M, whose leaves are mapped isometrically to geodesies in A. X is called the pleating locus of / (see also [CEG] ).
Given a homotopy class of maps from S to A which is incompressible, i.e., injective on the level of nx , we can ask for any lamination X e J?2(S) whether there exists a map in the given homotopy class which maps X geodesically. If so, we say that X is realizable in the homotopy class. We say that a foliation (p is realizable in a homotopy class if its corresponding lamination 2(<p) is realizable. In a geometrically finite manifold every lamination is realizable (except possibly for a finite number of simple closed curves representing parabolics). See §5 for a brief discussion of how unrealizable laminations occur.
It is an easily missed point that the choice of X e JH2(S) (which is a topological object) determines the possible hyperbolic metrics o of the pleated surfaces containing X in their pleating loci. It is not possible to prescribe both o and X arbitrarily, and in fact the dependence of o on X is not well understood.
Any complete realizable lamination X is the pleating locus of the (unique) pleated surface obtained by mapping X geodesically to A and pasting in ideal hyperbolic triangles for each complementary region in the only possible way.
If a realizable lamination X is not complete and X' is obtained from it by the addition of a finite number of leaves (closed or not), X' is realizable too, except when closed curves representing parabolic elements of ft-(A) are among the added leaves [Th2, CEG] . Thus, any realizable lamination can be completed to a pleating locus for a pleated surface.
Thurston defines a condition on a map of a surface called double incompressibility which we will only state for the case of a closed surface, since that is the only situation that we will encounter. A map /: S -> A from a closed surface to a hyperbolic 3-manifold is doubly incompressible if:
1. / is incompressible; i.e., / is injective on the level of nx . 2. f is acylindrkal; i.e., if c: S1 x I -> A is a map of a cylinder into A whose boundary factors through S according to de -foco, where Co: d(Sx x I) -> S, and c is injective on nx, then Cn extends to a map of the whole cylinder into S (or roughly speaking, if two homotopy classes in S are conjugate in A then they are conjugate in S as well). 3. Each maximal abelian subgroup of nx(S) is mapped to a maximal abelian subgroup of nx(N). In particular, if / is an isomorphism of nx then it easily satisfies double incompressibility. It will turn out that, for our purposes, we can always reduce to this case by taking a lift of A to the cover determined by fi(n\(S)), which we denote ÑMnÁS)).
Let PA denote the projectivized tangent bundle of A, and given a map / pleated along X c M let g : X -> PA be the lift of the restriction of / to X.
We can now state: Theorem 2.1 (Uniform injectivity) (Thurston) . Fix e0 > 0 and A > 0. Suppose f: M -* N is a doubly incompressible pleated surface with M a hyperbolic surface of area at most A, mapping some lamination X c Af geodesically. Then for every e > 0 there is a ô > 0, depending only on en and A, such that for any two points x, y e X which are in the CQ-thick part of M, d(x,y)>c^d(g(x),g(y))>3.
The proof hinges on a compactness argument. Thurston shows that the set of pleated surfaces with a choice of basepoint in the thick part of a hyperbolic 3-manifold is compact in the geometric topology, and therefore that a failure of uniform injectivity would result, after taking limits, in a pleated surface for which X is not embedded. This in turn is ruled out by the homotopy conditions of double incompressibility.
We mention a small detail of the proof, as we will need to refer to it later. The theorem is stated for x and y in the thick part of M rather than A, and though it is obvious that an incompressible map takes Afthjn(eo) to Athin(eo) the same is false for the thick part. However, it is true that there is some ei > 0, depending only on A (i.e., the genus of Af in our case) and en, such that /(-Wthick(eo)) c ^thick(ei)) ■ The reason is that a point in the en-thick part of Af is contained in two loops of length bounded by some C (depending on en and A ) which generate a free subgroup of rank 2 in nx (Af ), and therefore the same is true of its image.
If a is an arc in Af with endpoints x, y e X we define d(x, y; a) to be the distance in the universal cover of Af between endpoints x, y of a lift of a. Similarly define d(g(x), g(y) ; f(a)) to be the distance in the projectivized tangent bundle of H3 between the lifts g(x) and g(y). It is then easy to see that if e < ei/2 and ô' = min(a, e-/2) (where ô > 0 is given by Theorem 2.1), then if x, y e X n Afthick(c0) ar*d d(g(x), g(y)) < S', then the arc a c Af connecting x and y such that d(x, y; a) < e is unique up to homotopy with endpoints fixed.
2.2. Applications of uniform injectivity. We develop now some consequences of Theorem 2.1 (Uniform injectivity) that will be used as tools in §4.
If Lx and L2 are geodesies in H3 and so > 0, then define the juncture (or So-juncture) of Lx and L2 and J -/• U J2 , where Jj = {x e L¡: d(x, Lj) < max(so, d(Lx, L2))} for (/,;) = (1,2) or (2,1). We have Lemma 2.2 (Closed curves separate). Given a doubly incompressible homotopy class of maps from S to N, let yx and y2 be the geodesic representatives in N of two simple closed curves on S (which are either homotopkally the same or disjoint), and let yx and y2 be two of their lifts to H3 (where the lifts are distinct even if the curves are identical). There is a separation constant so > 0, independent of anything but x(S), such that the so-juncture of yx and y2 has length at most 3-min{lN(yx), ^(72)} • Proof. In a hyperbolic surface the lemma is obvious: suppose l(yx) < l(y2). Since the translates of y2 by the translation along yx of length l(yx) are disjoint, elementary hyperbolic geometry gives a constant s such that the s-juncture of the geodesies has length at most l(yx) .
In three dimensions, the lemma is still obvious if either yx or y2 is the core of a thin part, because thin parts are always separated by a definite amount in the universal cover, and a closed geodesic disjoint from the core of a thin part must avoid that thin part on the surface (and thus in the 3-manifold by the previous discussion).
Assume the contrary, so that neither curve is entirely contained in the thin part. We can construct a pleated surface containing yx and y2 in its pleating locus, find a point y2 in the universal cover of the pleated surface which is outside the s-juncture (by the two-dimensional lemma) but within a //v(yi)-neighborhood of the s-juncture, and which is in the e-thick part of A. We then apply the uniform injectivity theorem to argue that it is also outside the so-juncture of the geodesies in the 3-manifold (where the new constant So is given by the theorem). D
The uniform injectivity theorem, as stated, has two drawbacks for us. It does not give an explicit relationship between e and ô , and it only works in the thick part. We can solve both of these problems by replacing the condition on injectivity radius with a homotopy condition which we will soon find is natural for our purposes.
As in the original statement of uniform injectivity, let /: M -> A denote a doubly incompressible pleated surface which contains a lamination X in its pleating locus, and let g denote the lift to the projective tangent bundle of the restriction of f to X. Proof. Choose eo as in Theorem 2.1, and choose also ex < eo/2, and <5» such that for all x, y e Afthick(t0) > if a is an arc in Af connecting x and y , then
Suppose that d(g(x), g(y) ; f(a)) = S . For our statement it suffices to consider small ô, so assume S < Sx . Let fi and v denote the lifts of f(p) and f(v) to H3 connected by a lift à of f(a), and let x and y denote the corresponding lifts of f(x) and f(y). Then fi and v are ¿-nearly tangent at x and y, so their dx-junctures contain intervals of length at least r0 = log(câx/â) centered on x and y, where c is some constant (by standard hyperbolic trigonometry).
Choose a side of x in fi and for r < r0 let xr be the point of fi on that side such that d(xr, x) = r. Let yr be the point of v such that d(yr, y) -r and d(xr, yr) < Sx (see Figure 1 ). Let xr and yr be the points in Af suchthat f(xr) and f(yr) lift to xr and yr ■ xr and yr are then connected by an arc ar ç M Figure 1 whose interior avoids p and v , and such that d(g(xr), g(yr); f(ar)) < Sx (ar is constructed by running from xr to x near p, along a to f, and back to Vr).
If x,,yr e Afthick(£o) then d(xr, yr; ar) < e-. Otherwise, they are both in some component A of the e0-thin part of Af (for e0 slightly larger than e0 ), and we want to show that d(xr, yr ; ar) is nevertheless bounded (it must be the same component of Afthin(e') because it is the same component of Atriin(€') and / is doubly incompressible-or, in our case, nx-injective).
Observe first that ar can be deformed into A (rel endpoints): f(ar) can be deformed rel endpoints into the corresponding component B of Athinte') since its geodesic representative has length at most ôx . Since f(nx(A)) = 7tx(B), this geodesic can be deformed into f(A). Thus if ar could not be deformed into A within Af, we could compose it with this arc through A connecting xr to yr, so that the resulting loop is trivial in A but not in Af, contradicting the n x -injectivity of /. The deformed arc can be assumed to have zero (geometric) intersection number with p and v in its interior, by making it geodesic in Af.
Simple geodesies in a thin part either run all the way through, or spiral around the core. If p or v spiral around the core, then xr and yr must both be on the same side of the core, because of the existence of the arc homotopic to ar in A with zero intersection number with p and v . In either case, the distance from xr to v is no more than e¿, and likewise from yr to p. Let y' be the closest point on v to xr. If the distance along v from y' to yr is d then f(ar) can be realized by a geodesic path of length d followed by a path of length at most e0 , so d(f(xr), f(yr)'f(ar)) >d-e'0, implying that d < e0 + ôx . Thus we see that the intervals of p and v of length r0 centered on x and y remain a bounded distance e2 = c'0 + ôx in Af, as measured in the homotopy class of a. This implies that the distance from x to v in the homotopy class of a is at most where c' is some fixed constant, again by standard hyperbolic geometry. Repeating the last argument of the previous paragraph, we have
This result can be applied to give the next theorem, which will be used in §4 to build train-tracks that approximate images of harmonic maps. Let f:S-*N be a map taking a train-track x' in S to a (1, e)-nearly straight train-track x in A. A complementary region F of x' has cusps which are switches of x' \ » 1 Figure 2 . An arc in a complementary region of a traintrack that joins two cusps can be added efficiently in the three-manifold.
in OF where the two incident branches of x' on dP are incoming (see Figure  2 ). t' can be enlarged by adding a branch a in a complementary region whose endpoints rest in two cusps (it might be the same cusp, as long as a cannot be deformed into dP). We say that x can be enlarged by a to a (1, ¿)-nearly straight train-track if the geodesic representative of f(a) in A (rel endpoints) meets the images of the cusps at angles of no more than ô . This is, in particular, obvious (with S ~ e ) if A is a hyperbolic surface. In three dimensions there is the concern that t may be folded up in some unfortunate way, but this is just what is prevented by the uniform injectivity theorem. Thus: Theorem 2.4 (Enlarge train-track efficiently). A (1, tfnearly straight train-track x = f(x'), where f: S -> N is doubly incompressible, can be enlarged by any arc in its complement with endpoints in cusps of the track to give a (1, Ce)-nearly straight track. C depends only on the genus of S.
Proof. Build a lamination X that is carried on x' and has a leaf on every branch (this can be done with a finite number of leaves, making a sequence of choices for each leaf at each switch, as long as we do not require X to support a measure). Since x is (1, e)-nearly straight it is c-e-near to the geodesic representative of f(X) in A, for a universal c» . Extend a to a doubly infinite leaf à in the complement of X by adding ends which follow alongside a leaf of X at each of the cusps of x' containing its endpoints ( Figure 3) . Complete Xuä to a complete lamination, and let fß : M -> A be the corresponding pleated surface, where Af is S endowed with the appropriate hyperbolic metric, and p is the geodesic representative of the complete lamination. Let gß: p -> PA be the lift of fß to the projectivized tangent bundle, as before. We may assume (after an isotopy if necessary) that X is geodesic in M.
Each cusp of x' containing an endpoint of a corresponds to a region in M -p bounded by leaves of p whose images are e-nearly tangent in N. In fact there is an arc ß crossing this region, with endpoints, x, y on X, Figure 3 . The continuation of a to an infinite leaf is shown by dotted lines, à can be defined, for example, to always follow the leaf of X to its right.
which intersects the geodesic representing à at least once and whose interior is disjoint from X, such that d(gß(x), gß(y); fß(ß)) < cxe (although fß(ß) itself is not a priori short). An application of Lemma 2.3 then implies that in fact d(x, y ; ß) < c2e on Af, and in particular that the geodesic representative of ß in Af is indeed short. Since the geodesic representative has the same geometric intersection number with à as ß, it follows that the geodesic leaf representing ä in fß(M) is c2e-nearly tangent to the image of the cusp of x'. After a small adjustment of endpoints, we obtain the desired added branch to T. D
Notation and estimates for harmonic maps
A harmonic map (see [ES, El, Jo] ) /: Af -> A minimizes energy, or average squared stretching, in a homotopy class. When Af is two-dimensional, harmonicity depends only on the conformai class of the metric on Af. In particular, we recall from [M1 ] the following easy lower bound on the energy of / in terms of geometry of A and conformai invariants of Af.
Proposition 3.1 (Energy lower bound). For any simple closed curve y c Af and any map f: M -+ A, the energy of f is bounded below by Here EM is extremal length in M, and l¡v(f(y)) is the infimum of lengths in N of representatives of f(y).
By continuity, this inequality extends to arbitrary measured laminations (or foliations).
Much of the geometry of / can be understood in terms of its Hopf differential, a holomorphic quadratic differential O defined as the (2,0) part of the pullback by / of the metric p of A. In particular, -i> defines a Euclidean metric on M (with singularities at the zeros), with respect to which the pullback metric can be written
where & can be defined by sinhS? = 4-2 and ^ is the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant of / with respect to the | 0| -metric. We note that & can blow up at the zeros of O, and is otherwise smooth except possibly at its zeros, where / fails to be an immersion. In this section we will show that & becomes very small away from the zeros of O. This was done in [Wf2] and [Ml] when the range is two-dimensional, and the argument here is much the same.
An area bound. If the harmonic map / is an immersion, a bound on the area of the image follows immediately from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and the fact the the image is saddle-shaped everywhere (see [Sa] ), and thus has Gaussian curvature no greater than -1 . In general, however, / may develop singularities, and a more careful argument is needed. Note that in the following we do not need to assume that / is incompressible. Area(f(M)) < -2nx(M).
In particular, an inequality in [M1 ] relating pointwise energy and the Jacobian to O gives (3.2) 211011t/ < r(t/) < 211011(7 + 2n\x(M)\ for any measurable subset U c M (where ||0||[/ is the area of U in the |0|-metric).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We will perturb the problem slightly to remove the singularities. Let Me denote Af with the hyperbolic metric scaled by e , so that its curvature is ke = -1/e2. Let ge be the map of M = Mx to the graph of /, with metrics as shown:
where idf is the identity on Af, considered as a map from Mx to Mt . It is clear that
•ge is an embedding, •ge is harmonic, and • lime^o Area(&(Af)) = Area(/(Af)) so it would be enough to bound the area of ge(M). The complication is that A x A/f is not negatively curved in all directions-planes spanned by {Ox aJxO},
where a e TMf and ß e TN have zero sectional curvature. The area of ge (Af ) can therefore be large, but the trouble will disappear as e -> 0.
The where ^ and /Si are the absolute values of the Jacobians of / and ge, respectively, relative to the given metrics. One easily computes fg2=f2 + 2efe2 + t\ where e$ is the energy of /. Now we can use the fact that ge(M) is saddle-shaped to argue that its curvature at every point is no more than the ambient sectional curvature of the tangent plane in A x Afe. So, by the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, Here K is the sectional curvature of the image and A is the Laplacian relative to the |0|-metric. This equation holds as well when the image is three-dimensional and the map is an immersion, where now K is the intrinsic sectional curvature of the image surface. In particular, K < -1. It only fails on the zeros of O and on the zeros of %?. S is therefore subharmonic away from the zeros of O.
As in [Ml] , this and the bound on Area(/(Af)) immediately give Lemma 3.3 (Rough bound). Let p e M be a point with a neighborhood U such that U contains no zeros of O, and is a round disk of radius r centered on p in the \Q>\-metrk. Then there is a bound
We can also obtain, with a small adjustment in the proof, the following We note that this estimate is undoubtedly true in a more general setting, for example when the range curvatures are bounded between two negative constants (probably using the methods of [JK1] ). Our proof will be for a 3-dimensional hyperbolic target.
Proof of Theorem 3.5 . Lifting to the universal covers of Af and A, we have a harmonic map from a round Euclidean disk in the |0|-metric to H3. We will introduce a convenient coordinate system and prove that all the relevant first and second derivatives are small in those coordinates. The constants Cx, c2, ... that arise are all independent of /.
Restrict the map to a square Q of sidelength 1, centered on p, whose sides are horizontal and vertical O-trajectories (see Figure 4) , parametrized by («i, u2). In those coordinates let A = (0, j) and B -(I, j), and let /cH3 denote the geodesic passing through f(A) and f(B). Let 7r» and n2 be orthogonal hyperbolic planes intersecting in y and let xx, x2 : H3 -► R be signed distance functions from nx and n2, respectively ("signed" meaning that x¡ takes opposite signs on opposite sides of 7r, ). Define a third coordinate X3 by composing signed distance along y (relative to some basepoint) with orthogonal projection of H3 to y. The hyperbolic metric in the (xx, x2, xf) coordinates is are subharmonic. We can therefore bound hk as follows. Since S < e on Q, we invoke (3.1) to show that f(Q) is contained in a ball of bounded radius, and that the total length of the image of a vertical arc is bounded by lw(f({ux} x [0, 1])) < j sJ2(coshS?(ux,y)-l)dy < cxe for some constant cx near 1 (for small enough e ). Thus, using (3.5), the variation of hk on a vertical arc of Q is bounded by c2e . In particular, hk <c2e on {0}x[0, 1] and {l}x[0, 1]. Let Hk = maxgAj. and let {ak} x [0, 1] be some vertical arc on which the maximum is achieved. Then hk(ak, \)>Hk-c2e.
On the other hand, since hk is subharmonic, hk(ak, ¿) <p-Avghk, dQ where p is the harmonic, or "visual," measure, based at (ak, \), on dQ in the Poincaré metric on Q (in other words, p is the pullback on the standard measure of S1 by any Riemann mapping taking Q to the unit disk and (ak, j) to the origin). Since p({0} x [0, 1] U {1} x [0, 1]) > \ for any ak , it follows that hk(ak, \) < \Hk + c2e.
Thus Hk -c2e < \Hk + c2e.
We conclude that (3.7) |/*|<8c2e (A: = 1,2).
Thus f(Q) is contained in a thin cylinder around y. Derivative bounds come directly from (3.1), (3.5), and the fact that %? < e :
(3.8) |V¿|<C3 (i = 1,2, 3).
Since f(Q) is contained in a ball of bounded radius, there are a priori estimates (see [Jo, JK1, JK2] on second derivatives:
(3.9) \D2f\<c4 (i = l,2,3).
We can now employ the following standard gradient estimate [GT, §3.4]: |Vu;| < c5sup|u;| + C6Sup|Vu;| Q Q in, say, a subsquare Q' of sidelength \ . With the bounds on fk and Afk given by (3.6) and (3.7) for k = 1, 2, we have (3.10) \Vfk\<c7e (k=l ,2) on Q'.
We observe now that the right-hand side of (3.6) is bounded by c%e in Q', in light of the previous estimates, and similarly for its first derivatives. This gives us an estimate on second derivatives [GT, Theorem 4.6]:
(3.11) \D2f\<c9e (/=1,2,3).
The curvature kh is k¡¡ = \V^\n , where £ is the unit vector
From (3.1) we have \df(-^-)\N > 2-Cxoe , and the first derivatives of this norm are bounded by Cue by (3.11). The Christoffel symbols for the metric (3.5)
are bounded in a bounded neighborhood, and in particular r|3 = 0(|(xi, x2)|) (since y is a geodesic). A standard differential geometric computation then suffices to show that kh <ce . □ Existence for a noncompact target. We conclude this section with a proof that the harmonic maps in which we are interested actually exist. An argument is needed because our case (a possibly noncompact hyperbolic range) is not covered by the existence theorems generally found in the literature. The machinery for it is available, however, so the proof is just a twist on an argument of Uhlenbeck [Uh] .
Theorem 3.6 (Existence). Let M be a closed Riemann surface and N a Riemannian manifold, not necessarily compact, whose sectional curvatures are bounded above by k < 0. Let f: M -> A be a map such that at least one simple closedcurve of M is mapped to a curve whose minimal length in N is positive. Then there is a harmonic map in the homotopy class of f.
The map is then unique, smooth, by standard methods. We are interested, of course, in the case where A is a hyperbolic 3-manifold. The condition on the simple closed curve is then easily met, for example, when A has no parabolics, or when / is injective on the level of fundamental group (and the genus of Af is at least 2).
Proof of Theorem 3.6. The trouble with proving that an energy-minimizing sequence of maps converges is that a bound on energy does nothing to control the diameter of the image of a map. Small disks on the surface can have extremely long images at a small cost in energy. Uhlenbeck solves this problem by replacing the energy functional with a perturbed functional W) = W) + e / \df\o Jm (where p > dim Af ). A bound on this functional can be shown to give a bound on the diameter of f(M), and Uhlenbeck imposes a growth condition on the injectivity radius of A which than implies that a sequence of maps of bounded diameter must remain in a compact subset of A. She can then find minimizing maps for ^ and, letting e go to zero, produce harmonic maps.
Our task, therefore, is simply to show that a bound on the diameter of a map under our conditions is enough to keep the image in a compact set. More precisely, a bound on diameter together with a bound on energy will suffice.
Suppose diam(/(Af)) = maxxyy€M(dN(f(x), f(y))) < D. Let y c M be the simple closed curve promised in the statement of the theorem, and let f(y)* be the geodesic representative of its image in A. The curvature restriction implies that any representative of f(y) which is outside an ^-neighborhood of f(y)* has length at least lN(f(y)*)cosh(v/^k~R). Thus if any point of /(Af) is outside an (f? + £))-neighborhood of f(y)*, the energy of / is at least \ cosh2(\f^-kR)lj{(f(y)*)IE(y), by Proposition 3.1 (energy lower bound). D
Structure theorems for degenerating harmonic maps
Let Af denote a closed Riemann surface of genus g > 1 and /: Af -> A an incompressible harmonic map to a hyperbolic 3-manifold A. "Incompressible" means that / is injective on nx, and we will from now on assume (lifting if necessary to a cover of A) that it is an isomorphism of nx . In particular, we may assume any pleated surface in the homotopy class of / is doubly incompressible.
Let O be the Hopf differential of / and <t>h its horizontal foliation. The strategy of the argument is to construct a nearly-straight train-track in A that carries the leaves of /(0¿).
The portion of the argument in [Ml] that takes place on the domain Af carries through without change, the necessary estimates having been supplied in §3 . Thus we obtain, for each R > 0, a subsurface 3°R c Af containing an -neighborhood (in the |0|-metric) of the zeros of O. Each component y of d3°R is of one of the following two types:
1. An alternating sequence of horizontal and vertical arcs of O, meeting at angles of n/2 with respect to 3°r ; in this case we call y a polygonal boundary component. 2. A geodesic core of a flat cylinder-in which case we call y a straight boundary component. The dimensions of 3°r (again, in the |0|-metric) are controlled as follows:
Two boundary components yx,y2 of 3°r are sx-separated if the |0|-distance between them in the complement of 3°r is at least 5» max(/|o|(yi), l\<¡>\(y2)) » Here sx is an arbitrary positive parameter (chosen so as to make the subsequent arguments work) while A\, K\, K2, and A3 depend only on /(Af) and sx, and on an additional parameter s2 described below.
The straight boundary components of 3°r are further required to appear in pairs bounding flat (i.e., Euclidean) cylinder components of Af -3°R . Dealing with these cylinders is the major technicality in the rest of the proof, and their dimensions are regulated carefully. If &[, ■ ■ ■ , ^m are the flat-cylinder components of Af -3°R and &¡ is the maximal flat cylinder containing 9*1 for each i, then for any choice of the second parameter s2 > 0 the construction is arranged so that 5. Area(^n^) >52Area(^-IJ^) for each / (where Area(U) = ||0||t/ is area in the |0|-metric). Finally, 3ör has the property that bounds on S hold exponentially well in its complement:
where d(p,3°R) is |0|-distance to 3°R , and e(x) denotes a function bounded by ae~bx , with a and b depending only on /(Af).
Ignoring the cylinder components for a moment, the complement of 3°R has a natural train-track structure carrying the leaves of 0¿ , where a branch is obtained from a rectangle with horizontal and vertical boundaries by identifying vertical leaves to points. Switches occur at the vertical segments in the polygonal boundaries. An adjustment to the construction of 3°R ensures that the (horizontal) length of each branch is at least 1. The bound on 2? and the curvature estimates in §3 then imply that the horizontal leaves in any rectangle map to paths of curvature e(R) which are no more than e(R) apart. Thus, taking one representative leaf in each rectangle and making a small adjustment at the endpoints, we obtain a train-track whose image in A is a (1, £(/?))-nearly straight train-track. This train-track carries all the leaves of O/, except those that enter 3°R , and those contained in flat cylinders. The rest of the proof thus consists in showing that the train-track can be enlarged to one that carries all of 0¿ .
The main difficulty is in adjoining the cylinders. We will summarize the proof given in [Ml] , supplying the necessary details for its generalization.
Denote by x the (1, e(/?))-nearly straight train-track in A obtained from the image of M -3BR -{flat cylinders}. The image in A of a leaf of O/, from any flat cylinder is an arc in A of curvature e(R)-we will inductively join each of these arcs to x with arcs that are themselves nearly straight, that meet t and the flat cylinder arcs at e(/?)-small angles, and that are homotopic (rel endpoints) to arcs of O/, in 3BR .
Let £f denote the next flat cylinder to be adjoined to x, and let b be one of its two boundary components. A generic arc a of O/, in & enters 3°R through b and eventually exits again, either at (1) a polygonal boundary of 3°R or a flat cylinder that has already been adjoined to x, or (2) a flat cylinder 9r' that has not yet been adjoined (possibly !F = &~'). The construction of [M1 ] ensures that a has an initial segment a ■ which is within the maximal flat cylinder & containing !F, and whose image f(ax) is e(/?)-nearly straight. In case (2) there is also a final segment a2 c 3r', with the same properties.
Further, by means of an averaging argument using the area bounds on 3°R and (3.2), it is guaranteed that lN(f(a,)) > QMf(am)) and /*(/(<*,-)) > Q2R for /' = 1, 2 for any a priori choice of constants Qx and Q2, where am is the middle segment of a between ax and a2 (to accomplish this it is also necessary to pick a particular order in which to adjoin the cylinders, based on the angle of winding of the leaves of Oa in each).
The task now is to show that the geodesic representative f(a)* of f(a) (rel endpoints) meets it at angles bounded by e(R). f(a)* together with any leaf of Oa in & (and the corresponding arc on the other side of the cylinder) can be joined to x as a new branch. We recall a lemma from [Ml] :
Let ß be a path in H3 which is composed of a sequence of three segments ßx, ßm, and ß2, such that ßx and ß2 are geodesies. Let L¡ be the infinite geodesic containing /?,. Denote by b¡ the endpoint common to /?, and ßm , and by p, the other endpoint of /?,. Let R¡ be the ray of L, based at p, and containing /?,. Let 0, be the angle at p, between ß and its geodesic representative ß* = PxPï-Recall from §2 the definition of the sn-juncture J(Lx,L2). (This lemma is discussed in a two-dimensional context in [Ml] but it is elementary to extend it to three dimensions.)
With this lemma in mind, we proceed to break our situation down into cases. Let W denote !F or SF1. A vertical arc in ^ with both endpoints on a given leaf of Oa has |0|-length V < KXR and therefore its image has A-length v < e(R). Denote by / the A-length of the (e(fv)-nearly straight) image of the segment of O/, between the endpoints of the vertical arc. Choose ex as in §2 to insure that the en-thick part of any pleated surface is in the e»-thick part of A, and choose e2 < ex . We have one of: (a) / < e2/2. Then assuming R is large enough (depending only on e2 ) so that v < e2/2, the image of the entire cylinder lies in the e2-thin part of A corresponding to its core curve. (b) / > e2/2. Then the horizontal segment makes an (e2/2, e(i?))-nearly straight broken circuit. We conclude that for large enough R (again depending only on e2) the leaves of Oa in W are e(f?)-near to the geodesic y in A corresponding to the core curve of W . In case (b), l^(y) < K^R for a fixed constant A4 (depending on the construction of 3°r ). There are now several possibilities: Case I. Both a» and a2 are in case (b) above-their images spiral around closed geodesies yx and y2 in A. Lift f(a) to the universal cover H3, let y¡ = Li be the corresponding lifts of y,, and let ß be obtained from /(a) by projecting f(a¡) to L¡. By Lemma 2.2 (Closed curves separate), with corresponding choice of so, we have /(/,) < 3/Ar(yi) < 3A4iv. Thus by appropriate choice of Qx and Q2 we can use Lemma 4.1 to conclude that the angles between ß and ß* are bounded by e(R). The same estimate then holds for the e(f?)-nearby f(a).
Case II. ax is in case (a), and a2 is in case (b) (or vice versa). Lifting to H3, let L2, y2 be as before, and let te¡ (i = 0, 1, 2) be the corresponding lift of the e,-thin part in A containing f(ax). Let Lx be the infinite geodesic containing the endpoints of the lift of f(ax) and define ß and f?, as above. Since y2 and yx (the core of the cylinder containing ax ) represent disjoint, homotopically distinct curves on Af, the geodesic y2 must remain outside the e0-thin part of yx in any pleated surface containing both in its pleating locus (note that this argument works even if y» is a parabolic in A ). Hence, by the choice of ex, L2 is disjoint from Fe, . It follows that Lx is a definite distance d, depending on the choice of e2, from fei. As mentioned in §2, we can choose constants so that d > so ■ If Jx c Rx -ßx, we can (given a choice of constants as in the previous paragraph) use part (a) of Lemma 4.1 to conclude that 8 < e(R) . If Jx is not contained in Rx-ßx, then such d(bx, Jx) < lN(ßm)+A and h(ß\) > ßiMßm) we conclude that Jx must meet ßx (provided we choose Qx appropriately). But since as above d(ßx, L2) > d > so we must have l(Jx) = 0. In this case we can use part (b) of Lemma 4.1.
Caselll. Both ax and a2 are in case (a)-they are in e2 thin parts of A. Use essentially the same arguments as above. Lift to H3 and find geodesies LX,L2 to which the lifts are e(f?)-nearly tangent. If J¡ c R¡ -/?, for either /' = 1 or 2 we may apply Lemma 4.1 (b). If not we can again argue that the junctures meet ßx and ß2, so that (using the separation of thin parts) /(/,) = 0 and Lemma 4.1 (a) applies.
Case IV. f(ax) spirals around yx, and the other end of a meets a polygonal boundary of 3°r or an already adjoined flat cylinder. This must correspond to a switch of the currently existing train-track x. Following the argument of Theorem 2.4 (Enlarge train-track efficiently), extend a to an infinite leaf p spiraling around yx at one end and following a lamination X carried on x at the other. As in that theorem, we can conclude that p is realized in A as a geodesic to which f(a) is e(^)-nearly tangent at the far endpoint. Further, since by our choice of constants lfii(f(ax))-lN(f (am)) is proportional to R,f(a) must also be e(f<)-neariy tangent to p at its a-endpoint.
Case V. a-is in case (a) and the other end of a meets a polygonal boundary of 3°r or an already adjoined cylinder. This time we have to look at the other end of &~. There is an arc a! there to which all the same considerations apply. Let à be the broken path formed by a, a', and any leaf of Oa in & between them. If a' meets another polygonal arc or adjoined cylinder at its far endpoint, we apply Theorem 2.4 (Enlarge train-track efficiently). If it meets a case (b) cylinder we extend it to a leaf that spirals around the corresponding geodesic and again apply the theorem. If it meets a case (a) cylinder 3~" we first straighten a' using Case III, and then repeat the process by looking at the opposite end of !F", until it terminates in one of the previous cases. In the end, we have a leaf terminating at both ends in switches of x, with at most two nonstraight segments whose lengths are a definite factor shorter than any of the straight segments, so again we can apply Theorem 2.4.
Having adjoined branches representing each flat cylinder in this way, it remains to add branches to carry the leaves of O/, in 3°r that terminate on either a polygonal or a straight boundary. This is accomplished by an application of Theorem 2.4. If there is a subfoliation of O/, entirely contained within 3°r we can just ignore it, or if we like build a train-track to carry it which is entirely disjoint from x (if it is realizable). The purpose of constructing x is that any leaf of O/, which is not entirely contained in 3°r can be adjusted solely at its intersections with 3°r to produce a leaf carried on x and hence near its geodesic representative. The portions outside of 3°r are already carried on x and hence already near the geodesic. Thus the arguments given in §7 of [Ml] produce again our main structure theorems: Note that this implies in particular that for a map of high enough energy, the foliation O/, must be realizable in [f] (except possibly for components that are entirely contained within 3°Ro ). Recall also that we may use the results on doubly incompressible maps by lifting the map to a cover of A-the statement of the theorem is preserved by the projection back down to A.
The length-energy inequality carries through as well:
Theorem 4.3 (Energy is length-ratio). There is a constant C depending only on /(Af ) such that in the situation described by the previous theorem, 2 Em(*h) -(/) -2 £"(*,) +C
Limits of Teichmüller rays
Fix a hyperbolic 3-manifold A, a closed Riemann surface Af with underlying topological surface S, and a homotopy class of maps [/: S -» A], injective on n x. Fix a holomorphic quadratic differential f on M and let Mk (K > 1) denote the Riemann surface whose conformai structure is given by the Beltrami differential on Af, p = -W/W (where k = (K -l)/(K + I)). Thus the conformai class of Afjf is that of the metric obtained from |*F| by contracting the leaves of 'F/, by a factor of K. These same leaves then form the horizontal foliation for a differential *¥K , holomorphic in Mk , such that ¥* is equivalent to 4*A in Jf^(S). Let fu : Mk -* A be the unique harmonic map in the homotopy class [f], and let O* 6 QD(Mk) be its Hopf differential. In this section we will compare the asymptotic behavior of O^ to *FA as K -> oo, and obtain corresponding conclusions about the limiting behavior of the images of fa .
Unlike the case treated in [Ml] where A is two-dimensional, we must here distinguish between the case where *FA is realizable in A, and where it is not. In the former case much of the two-dimensional analysis goes through, and we will supply here the necessary details to extend it. In the latter case the images of fa "escape" out an end of A.
At this stage we add the technical requirement that nx(N) contain no parabolic elements. In the presence of parabolics the dichotomy between realizability and unrealizability is less strict-parts of the surface can remain in a compact set while others escape. This more complex case will hopefully be treated in a later paper. The assumption of no parabolics allows us to assume that any unrealizable lamination is complete [Th2] . (The support of a measured lamination is the underlying set of leaves, without regard to measure.)
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let F be a fixed pleated surface in the homotopy class of [f] . For any a e ^&?~(S), we have that lp(a) > In (a). Since *FA is realizable in [f] we may choose F so that it maps 2C¥f¡) geodesically, so in particular lP(Vh) = lNC¥h).
In [Ml] a weighted intersection number /-.(a, ß) = i(a, ß)/lN(a)lN(ß) is used, which is defined on 3°JfSF(S). Here we replace it with
The extremal length of ¥/, in Mk satisfies FmkCF/i) = -jtEmÇVi,), so by the Proposition 3.1 (energy lower bound) there is a constant c-such that £aA) > CxK.
With these observations, the proof of Lemma 8.2 (Intersections vanish) of [Ml] follows unchanged, and we obtain /(¥A>0*)<|, where c2 = c2(M, F). Thus if [X] is a limit point of [Of] in 3t£2(S) we obtain i(X,Vh) = 0.
If *FA is complete, we are done here, since in this case i(X, *FA) = 0 implies that X must have the same support as 2(f¥h) ■ We note that so far there has been no use of the "no parabolics" assumption. In general, 2ifYh) and X can break up into unions of minimal components, and it remains to show that the components of each must be contained in the other.
We shall outline the proof of [Ml] , pointing out the necessary changes. First, we recall the fact ( §2 of [Ml] ) that every minimal lamination v is contained in a "supporting subsurface" S", unique up to isotopy, such that (1) 7ix(Sv) injects in :?i(S), and (2) every homotopically nontrivial curve y c S" -v is deformable through S" -v into dSv .
Let /^ be a minimal component of X. The proof that the support of v is contained in the support of 2(f¥h) is virtually unchanged. Suppose first that v is not a simple closed curve. In this case there must be a simple closed curve y in S" that intersects v , but not any of the other minimal components of either X or 2(xYh). Thus it suffices to show that y intersects 2(x¥h), because this implies that 2if¥h) has a component in S" , which must then be equal to v (up to measure).
We show this by showing that, on the one hand, if i(y, X) > 0 then Emk (y) -* oo, while on the other hand Emk (y) is bounded if i(y, 4*/,) = 0. The arguments of [Ml] , being confined almost entirely to the domain, go through unchanged, with the added observation, again, that lp > In ■ Next, consider the case that v is a simple closed curve. It follows as in [Ml] that v is homotopic to the core of an annulus of modulus no less than cK, for some fixed c. Then, using the quadratic differential geometry of high-modulus annuli developed in §4 of [Ml] , we conclude that this annulus contains aflat annulus in the l^l-metric. It then follows easily that the geodesic cores of this annulus are leaves of *FA , homotopic to v .
Finally, we let v denote a minimal component of 2(*¥>,), and show that it is also contained in X. Again we consider first the case where v is not a simple closed curve. We construct for each K a 2-complex F* c Mk isotopic to a deformation-retract of S" and bounded by |0*|-geodesics. In [Ml] these are shown to have |0^|-area HO^Ht* > cK for a fixed c. There is also a sequence Rk > Ro such that 3°Rk separates F* from the rest of the surface and limA:-,oo R2k/K = 0, so that IIO^Ht*-,^ is proportional to K as well.
Recall the argument of §4, in which for a choice of e2 > 0 the flat cylinder components of Af -3°R are divided into type (a), which map to e2-thin parts of A, and type (b), which spiral around closed geodesies of length bounded below by (approximately) e2. Suppose that as K -> oo there is a choice of e2(A) -► 0 so that there is always a type (a) cylinder in T* -3°Rk . Then there is a sequence of simple closed curves yK c S" such that lN(fa(yx)) -► 0. Let yoo be a limit point of the y# in 3°^2(S).
Then y^ is unrealizable and supported in S" , a contradiction to the assumption about parabolics.
We conclude that there is a choice of e2 such that F* -3°rk is comprised of type (b) cylinders and polygonally bounded components. These have the natural train-track structure discussed in §4 (and in greater detail in [Ml] ), which we here amend slightly: each type (b) cylinder produces a long branch that spirals around a closed geodesic of length bounded by cRk . We can replace all but a length bounded by cRk of this branch by the closed geodesic. The result is a ( 1, e(f?A:))-nearly straight train-track all of whose branches have length bounded by a multiple of Rk ■ Further, we note that Of deposits a measure on each rectangle branch equal to the |O* |-height of the corresponding rectangle (and to the sum of the measures built up by the spiraling branch on a new closed branch). This measure fails to satisfy the switch conditions by an amount equal to the height of the vertical boundary segment of 3°rk at each switch, which is bounded by cRk ■ By choosing a large enough constant sx in the construction of 3°r we can make sure this error is small compared to the measure on any branch. It is then a short exercise in linear algebra to show that we can perturb the measure on the train-track by no more than cRk to a positive measure that satisfies the switch conditions. This determines a lamination Xk carried on the train-track of Tjjf -3°rk . Xk must remain in a compact set of A-otherwise there would be an unrealizable lamination supported in S" . Thus, since the sum of the measures on all the branches is proportional to K/Rk and R2K/K -► 0, Xk approximates in 3°J?2(S) the part of 2($>%) carried in S" and In(Xk) > cK. We conclude that X has a component in S" .
The case where v is a simple closed curve proceeds similarly. As in [Ml] we show that there is a flat cylinder in the |0*| -metric whose core is homotopic to v , and whose |0*|-area is proportional to K. The same train-track arguments give rise in the limit to a component of X equal to v . □ One consequence of this theorem is of course a statement about the promised appearance of pleated surfaces as limits of harmonic maps. Theorem 4.2 (Map foliation near lamination) already provides most of the geometric information needed for this assertion, but without a clear notion of how the pleating lamination can be determined ahead of time. With the above, we can state Theorem 5.2 (Pleated surface limit). The geometric limit of the sequence of images of harmonic maps associated to a Teichmüller ray along a complete realizable foliation is the image of the pleated surface pleated along the corresponding lamination.
As stated, this theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 5.1. The latter tells us what the limiting lamination in A will be, and the former shows that "most" of the foliation will be mapped near that lamination. It remains only to control the complementary regions, i.e., the images of the subsurfaces 3°r . However, since the lamination2(x¥fl) is assumed complete, its complementary regions are ideal triangles, and since d3°R is mapped near their boundaries, by standard properties of harmonic maps 3°R itself must be mapped into small neighborhoods of ideal triangles.
We note that this version of the theorem gives no information about the convergence of derivatives, although one expects to have such control (for example on the complementary regions, by standard elliptic estimates).
If fCYh) is unrealizable, we certainly do not expect the images fa(MK) to limit to a pleated surface. We recall briefly the theory of ends of hyperbolic 3-manifolds, stated for the case without parabolics. A 3-manifold A with finitely-generated fundamental group contains a compact submanifold C(N) such that the inclusion map is an isomorphism on 71» [Sco] . Each end of A then corresponds to a boundary component of C(N). When A is hyperbolic, an incompressible boundary component of C(N) gives a tame end (see [Th2, Bo] ; see also [C] for progress on the compressible boundary case). Such an end has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to a thickened surface. An end e is geometrically finite if the convex hull of A excludes a neighborhood of e. A geometrically infinite end corresponding to an incompressible component S c dC(N) admits a sequence of simple closed curves in S whose geodesic representatives are eventually contained in any neighborhood of the end. The limit of these curves in 3l£2(S) is a unique lamination Xe known as the ending lamination. This is the only way for a lamination in N to be unrealizable. We note again that Xe must (in the absence of parabolics) be a complete lamination.
Hence given an incompressible homotopy class of maps [f: S -> N], the next theorem applies exactly if / covers a boundary component of dC(N) and ¥/, covers an ending lamination of a corresponding end e (note that there might be two ends, if nxN is a surface group).
Theorem 5.3 (Going out the end). If 4*/, is unrealizable in [f] and N has no parabolics, then the images fa(Mg) converge to the corresponding end e.
("Converging to an end" means that the images of fa are eventually contained in any neighborhood of the end.)
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We will need the following easy lemma as a tool for bounding the images fa(MK).
Lemma 5.4 (Always a bounded curve). If f: M2 -► A3 is any harmonic map, then for each x e M there is a homotopkally nontrivial simple closed curve y through x such that h(f(y)) < ¡o, where /n is a constant depending only on /(Af).
Proof. Recalling the notation of Theorem 3.2 (Area bound), let pt be the pullback metric on Af via gt , the approximating diffeomorphism gt : M -» NxMf . For small enough e > 0, pf is negatively curved and has area bounded by, say, 2n\x(M)\ + 1. And of course, as e -> 0, p£ approaches the pullback metric via fa . Since pt is negatively curved, an embedded disk of radius r and x has area at least nr2. Thus there is a constant r0 such that the ro-disk around x is not embedded, which results in a simple closed curve y through x of p( -length at most 2r0 . y cannot bound a disk, by a simple application of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, and the lemma is proved. D By lifting to À/.^,^)) we can assume that A = Af x R. Note that some neighborhood of the end e lifts homeomorphically to this cover.
In order to show that fa(M¡c) eventually leaves every compact set in A, we will begin by showing that otherwise the energy of fa must grow without bound.
Suppose that there are always points xK and yK in MK so that fa(xic) £ f or a fixed compact set W , and fa(yx) leaves every compact set. Lemma 5.4
(always a bounded curve) then provides nontrivial curves /># and y# through Xk and yK, respectively, whose lengths in the image are bounded by /n. It follows that fa(ßx) C ^' for a compact set W, and thus ßK must be one of a finite number of possible homotopy classes. Let us assume (by taking a subsequence if necessary) that it is a fixed homotopy class ß . yK on the other hand must remain disjoint from ßx, and so is supported on a fixed proper subsurface F c S. But a limit of the yK is unrealizable and so must be complete, a contradiction.
Therefore, if Ak(Mk) does not eventually leave every compact set it must remain in a fixed compact set W for all K. In this case the minimal length of *¥f, in the image is bounded below by some constant. On the other hand, EK^h) -» 0, so by Proposition 3.1 (energy lower bound), ê'(fa) -► eso.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (Teichmüller ray limit) we can construct a sequence of approximating laminations Xk whose (projective) limit is the same as that of Of, and which are realized in the compact set W. Since /(Of, ¥/.) -> 0 just as before, and *FA is complete, we conclude that the underlying laminations of Xk approach that of ¥/,, which is therefore realizable, again a contradiction.
Thus fa(Mic) leaves every compact set in A. The possibility remains that it goes out the wrong end, but this is ruled out by the following application of an argument of Bonahon. Fix a sequence K¡-> oo, and let {a¡} denote a sequence of simple closed curves on S such that a¡/^Ex(a¡) -> v¥h/y/Ex(vi'h), sufficiently fast that Fjf((a,-) < cEx(a¡)/K¡ for a uniform c. Suppose by way of contradiction that fa^M^) exits the opposite end e' while the geodesies /(a,)* exit e. Fix a closed curve y c S, observing that i(y, *FA) > 0. By considering the intersections of /i(y) with a homotopy A¡ between fa,(otj) and f(a¡)*, we may conclude as in §6.4 of [Bo] Therefore, by applying Lemma 3.1 (Energy lower bound) to a,, we conclude that %(fa) -* oo. Now, by Theorem 4.2, we see that /(Of)* exits e', and therefore the support of =2* (Of ) converges to that of Xe>, the ending lamination of the other end. But i(Xe<, *PA) > 0, so one can easily see that FA:(Of)/F1(Of) ^ oo. On the other hand /¿-(Of)/Fi(Of) is bounded (by 23'(/i)), so by Theorem 4.3 we conclude B'(fa) -> 0, a contradiction.
